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Abstract: Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have, over the years, been used in research as a promising
material in electronics as a thermal interface material and as interconnects amongst other applications.
However, there exist several issues preventing the widespread integration of CNTs onto device
applications, e.g., high growth temperature and interfacial resistance. To overcome these issues, a
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible CNT array transfer method that
electrically connects the CNT arrays to target device substrates was developed. The method separates
the CNT growth and preparation steps from the target substrate. Utilizing an alignment tool with the
capabilities of thermocompression enables a highly accurate transfer of CNT arrays onto designated
areas with desired patterns. With this transfer process as a starting point, improvement pointers are
also discussed in this paper to further improve the quality of the transferred CNTs.
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1. Introduction

Published: 18 January 2021

In the past few decades, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have stimulated a large interest
in the research world for their material properties. The discovery of their extraordinary
mechanical [1], electrical [2], and thermal [3] properties prophesized CNTs as the next
revolutionary material in numerous applications such as interconnect [4], thermal management [5], field-emission [6], and on-board electromagnetic shielding [7].
The integration of CNTs into real-world applications is faced with several difficulties [8]. First, the high growth temperature of CNTs, over 600 ◦ C, is not compatible with
complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) device fabrication processes. Second,
a diffusion barrier layer [9] between the catalyst and the growth substrate is required for
the growth of CNTs using chemical vapor deposition (CVD). This leads to an additional
interfacial resistance between the substrate and CNTs. Third, the CVD processes deposit
by-products such as amorphous carbon (a–c) [10] from unconsumed process gases, which
can short-circuit the metal electrodes present on the surface of the substrate, reducing yield
and device performance. Fourth, micro-fabrication processes such as photolithography
and chemical-mechanical polishing can also affect the quality of CNT growth [11]. The
non-planar and complex geometries of fabricated microelectronic device substrates can also
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Figure 1. (a) Silver-copper alloy (SAC) deposited on vertically-aligned carbon nanotube (VACNT)
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2.2. Preparation of Target Substrate
In order to bond the SAC-deposited CNTs to another substrate, a target substrate was
prepared using ultra-violet (UV) photolithography to pattern the substrate before coating a
35 nm Ti/1 µm gold (Au) layer to define the desired regions of transfer. This metallization
was chosen as it is a common material for electrodes whilst being resistant to oxidation at
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3. Results and Discussion
3.
Results and Discussion
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To characterize the electrical properties of the transferred CNTs, a current-voltage
(IV) measurement was done on a 1 mm2 transferred CNT pad with a transferred height
of 200 µm, to obtain the through-plane resistance of transferred CNTs. The measurement
schematic with the structure is illustrated in Figure 4a. A voltage was applied between the
two probes to measure the current that passed through the transferred CNT array, the CNT
structure, followed by the Au-SAC interface and the gold electrode before terminating at
the second probe.
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Figure 3. (a,b) Transferred CNT with bump size of 25 µm and a pitch of 10 µm with surrounding
bumps; (c–f) multiple shapes of transferred CNT—for (e) and (f) the width of the CNTs patterns
are 200 µm and the height of the CNT 500 µm.
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ing at the second probe.
To characterize the electrical properties of the transferred CNTs, a current-voltage
(IV) measurement was done on a 1 mm2 transferred CNT pad with a transferred height of
200 µm, to obtain the through-plane resistance of transferred CNTs. The measurement
schematic with the structure is illustrated in Figure 4a. A voltage was applied between the
two probes to measure the current that passed through the transferred CNT array, the
CNT structure, followed by the Au-SAC interface and the gold electrode before terminating at the second probe.

Figure 4. (a) Measurement setup to measure IV-response of transferred CNT array at given CNT
dimension; (b) schematic of electrical connection in measurement setup; (c) measured IV-responses
and corresponding resistances.

IV-responses on two CNT pads with a voltage sweep from −0.2 to 0.2 V gives a linear
relationship. This shows the ohmic relationship of the bonding interface. A breakdown
on every possible element contributing to resistance has been presented in Figure 4b. As
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shown in Figure 4c, the calculated resistance ranges from 2 to 5 Ω. The resistances are still
larger than pure metallic contacts and show room for improvement. Specifically, resistance
in the contact can be improved by changing the binding material to one with a lower
resistivity like the Sn-Au solder. If the Sn-Au solder is used, it has the benefit of a flux-less
solder reflow process [14]. As the flux used in conventional solder reflow penetrates the
CNT array when melted, causing densification and shape distortion. Another possible
way to achieve a good electrical contact is by using the thermocompression bonding
method. It has the advantage of reducing the material variety at the bonding interface.
Thermocompression using an Au-Au interface [15] as the bonding interface between CNTs
and the target substrate is achieved and intended to be used in thermal interface material
(TIM) applications.
To improve conductivity of CNTs, the CNT array can also be treated with plasma prior
to the deposition of the binding material to remove the closed caps of the CNTs, enabling
the inner walls to contact the binding material [16] as well as improve the wettability of
the CNTs to it [17]. The number of channels for electron conduction can be increased
in this way and hence, the overall electrical conductivity of the transferred CNT array
can be improved [18,19] to a limit of multichannel ballistic transport as referenced from a
multitude of prior research. The measured conductance of multichannel ballistic transport
is much greater than 2G0 ; its relation is shown in Equation (1). Where G0 is the total
conductance when the length of a conductor is smaller than the electron mean free path
and the electron transport is ballistic, e is the free electron charge and h is plank’s constant:
G0 =

2e2
.
h

(1)

By using the VACNT transfer method described above, the resultant joint between
transferred CNTs and target substrate is CNT-Ti-SAC-Au. In comparison to a similar work
by Liu et al. [20] that reported a CNT-Ti-Au-indium-Au contact, a reduction of one layer
of binding material was achieved due to the higher hardness of SAC; the requirement
of an additional Ti/Au reinforcement layer in the indium process is eliminated, whilst
maintaining the transfer yield. The reduction in the number of metal junctions helps to
decrease process varieties without negatively affecting the contact resistance. The use of
SAC as the binding material also makes the transfer method a CMOS-compatible process
as the reflow step is performed below 250 ◦ C.
4. Conclusions
A CNT transfer method has been developed and shown to produce an ohmic electrical
contact with a deposited gold layer, achieving a calculated resistance of <10 Ω. Furthermore,
the transfer method separates the target substrate from CNT growth and hence, no a–c
deposits can be found on the substrate. Using the transfer process as an example, a few
pointers have been uncovered to improve the quality of transfer as well as the quality of the
CNT structure, e.g., use of a binding material with lower resistances and plasma-treatment
of the CNT arrays. By using the transfer method described above, the resultant joint is CNTTi-SAC-Au, which has lesser interfacial layers of binding material than reported in [20].
Since the SAC reflow step is performed below 250 ◦ C, the transfer method developed using
SAC is CMOS-compatible. Improvements in the CNT transfer technique will uncover
opportunities in the commercial applications of CNTs, such as interconnects [4], thermal
management [5], field-emission [6], and on-board electromagnetic shielding [7].
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